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Map of the World
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About Karel Nolles
Senior Research Fellow, UNSW, since 1st January 2004
Manager Environmental & Electricity Markets, Australian 
Financial Markets Association since 2001

Founded in 1986, and is the peak industry body representing the 
OTC markets

– Dealer accreditation and trading
– Standardised documentation

» Eg: REC Shortforms, ISDA for electricity

– Now 30% of membership are electricity companies
– Many of AFMA’s members now involved in various environmental 

markets
– Weather Derivatives Working Group
– Environmental Products Working Group
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Presentation outline
Implications in terms of market design for 
regulatory markets.
Importance of forward markets
Market surveillance, market monitoring, market 
design
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Big policy stuff
Using markets to drive least cost implementation of given 
goal.  (Fix q, let p be determined).
Seeking Allocative and Dynamic efficiency
– Spot prices for managing efficient operation of today’s plant
– Forward prices for driving efficient investment

Relationship between forward and spot prices depends 
on a number of things.
Stated policy goals are dependent on price being 
“correct” (meaning efficient).
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Some Forward/Spot interactions
Stackelberg leader 
problem in spot only 
markets
– Nash equilibrium

Where good is storable 
forward price set by 
arbitrage argument. 
– Price rises as cost of 

borrowing
Long term instruments 
impacts

Nature of the instrument 
matters
Wrong spot instrument 
can lead to poor forward 
markets, hence to poor 
investments
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Experimental Research Work being 
conducted

Effect of value on the demand side being 
induced by a known tax
Effect of more/less information on the amount of 
production.
– MRET market problem
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Experiments being developed
Examination of performance of markets with 
grandfathering and a annual revenue neutral 
auction.
Forward/Spot interactions
Markets for electricity reliability
– Proposed – GMU/Cornell/FERC

Policy outreach work
– CSIRO/AFMA (ASX/SFE ?)
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Example: Impact of form of demand 
side value induction

Experiment has 10 participants, 5 retailers, 5 
suppliers, all participants on each side of market 
of equal sizes.
No banking/Borrowing
“Hyper-competitive” environment.  (1.5 suppliers 
at/above equilibrium price). 
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Example Experiment Screen
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Case 1: Demand side induced value is private
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Case 2: Demand side value is from known tax
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Policy Thoughts

Forward / Spot interactions & performance need 
to be considered
Specifics of market microstructure & price 
formation need to be considered for given market 
architecture.
Market monitoring & Surveillance.  
– Just because there is a market does not mean the 

price can be assumed to be efficient.  (Otherwise we 
could disband the ACCC)
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Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au

Thankyou…  and questions
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